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Mexicans' drug trade fears grow
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Mexicans are increasingly
concerned about the impact
the country's drugs trade is
having on their lives, a BBC
World Service poll suggests.
Some 42% of the 1,266 Mexicans
polled in seven cities said they
felt less safe than they did a year
ago. Fewer than 10% felt safer,
while the rest felt about the
same.
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Other results from the survey point to growing anxiety about drugs
trafficking in their country, which is the main transit point between
Colombia  the world's largest supplier of cocaine  and the world's
biggest market, the US.
Thirtyseven per cent of those surveyed said the influence of the
drugs cartels had made them think of leaving Mexico
Drug trafficking was considered the second most important
concern in their lives after corruption
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Drugs came above worries about the economy, general crime,
education and social inequality.
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There has been a sharp rise in drugsrelated violence since President
Felipe Calderon took office in December 2006.
He has deployed more than 40,000 soldiers in several parts of the
country in an attempt to curb the power of the cartels, which trade
mostly in cocaine, but also in marijuana and heroin.
He says the violence is proof that his crackdown is working.
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According to the survey results, an apparently contradictory picture
emerges of whether Mexicans agree with the government's policy on
fighting the drugs war.
More than half of those surveyed (53%) thought the government
was doing better than last year
A strong majority (68%) agreed with the policy of involving the
military in the fight against drug trafficking
More than half (58%) thought the war on drugs could be won.
However, an overwhelming majority (80%) thought the government
should consider seeking other alternatives to end the problem. The
respondents were also divided on whether the legalisation of drugs
should be considered  44% said yes, and 46% said no.
Violence worsening
Official figures for the violence show a major escalation since 2007.
So far this year there have already been around 3,000 deaths from
drugsrelated violence, compared to 2,700 in the whole of last year.
Most of the deaths are caused by fighting between rival gangs or
clashes with the security forces.
The northern state of Chihuahua, which includes the city of Ciudad
Juarez on the MexicanUS border, has been the worst hit.
Other states badly affected are
Sinaloa, Baja California, Guerrero
and Michoacan.
The northern city of Culiacan in
Sinaloa has been the scene of
frequent violence, which is
usually put down to infighting
between the Sinaloa drug cartel
and one of its main rivals, the
Gulf Cartel.
On one notorious day in July, a group of heavily armed men shot
dead 12 people in three separate shootouts within a period of eight
minutes.
Those polled in Culiacan said they had been badly affected by the
drugs violence.
Nearly three in four said they felt less safe than a year ago; about
one in every two said they had been affected indirectly and about
one in four said they knew someone who had been tempted by the
world of drugs trafficking.
There are few regions of Mexico which have not been affected.
On 16 September, seven civilians were killed and 100 injured as a
result of a grenade attack during Independence City celebrations
in the western city of Morelia in Michoacan. The state governor
blamed drug traffickers
On 12 September, more than 20 bodies were found dumped about
30 miles (48km) from Mexico City, apparently as a result of a
battle between rival drugs gangs
On 29 August the decapitated bodies of 11 men were found in the
state of Yucatan, which had until then largely avoided the
violence.
According to figures from the government's public security office,
there were a record 443 drugrelated murders across the country in
July alone.
High levels of drugsrelated violence in Latin America are more
commonly associated with Colombia than with Mexico.

But analysts say that with the demise of Colombia's Cali and
Medellin cartels in the 1990s, it is now Mexican cartels which
control, and fight over, the main cocaine routes.
Some observers even say the
death rates in parts of Mexico are
comparable to those in a war zone.
In Iraq, for example, there were
669 civilian deaths in June
according to an NGO, Iraq Body
Count. In Afghanistan, Human Rights Watch estimates there were
540 civilian deaths in the first seven months of 2008.
The survey suggests significant numbers of Mexicans across the
country have personal experience of the violence.
Of those surveyed, 9% had been directly affected by drugsrelated
violence, and 32% indirectly affected. Another 16% knew someone
who had been tempted to join drugs gangs in order to increase their
personal income.
Many of the respondents (42%) attributed the boom in the drug
cartels to unemployment and the poor state of the economy.
In total 1,266 Mexicans aged 1864 from socioeconomic group D
and above were surveyed by telephone between 28 July and 20
August 2008. The poll was conducted in seven cities: Mexico City,
Guadalajara, Monterrey, Hermosillo, Merida, Queretaro and
Culiacan. The polling firm Synovate carried out the interviews for
the BBC's Spanish American website, bbcmundo.com.
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